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In situ/operando analysis of surface
reconstruction of transition metal-based
oxygen evolution electrocatalysts

Shengmei Chen,1 Longtao Ma,1 Zhaodong Huang,1 Guojin Liang,1 and Chunyi Zhi1,2,*
SUMMARY

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is one of the major challenges
in water splitting due to its extremely sluggish reaction kinetics.
Increasingly, studies reveal that surface reconstruction occurs in
several types of transition metal-based electrocatalysts, which
may challenge previously developed universal structure-activity de-
scriptors and catalytic mechanisms based on the pristine active spe-
cies in original structures. The development of in situ/operando
technology, which can continuously capture information on meta-
stable species during reactions, discloses surface reconstruction
processes and real active electrocatalytic species. Here, we review
the surface reconstruction and in-depth active species identification
of transition metal-based electrocatalysts based on in situ/oper-
ando techniques to help researchers further understand the cata-
lytic mechanisms and how to identify new active species.
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INTRODUCTION

Water splitting to produce hydrogen is regarded as an ideal and environmentally

friendly route to access clean energy.1–5 There are two half-reaction steps, including

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in

the water splitting process, whereas the OER is generally considered the bottleneck

due to its sluggish four-electron transfer kinetics, requiring a large overpotential to

initiate its reaction.6–9 Therefore, it is necessary to develop efficient and earth-abun-

dant electrocatalysts to accelerate OER reaction kinetics. Noble metal catalysts such

as IrO2 and RuO2 have been considered the benchmarks of OER catalysts, but their

scarcity and instability have hindered their widespread application. Earth-abundant

transition metal-based materials, including oxides, non-oxides, metal-organic

frameworks (MOFs), alloys, and metal-heteroatom-carbons (M-N-Cs) have been

demonstrated to be the promising alternatives for OER, especially in alkaline elec-

trolytes.10–17 Tremendous efforts have been devoted to study the structure-activity

relationships and to develop the catalytic mechanisms of transition metal-based

electrocatalysts.11,12,14,18–21 In general, there are two basic catalytic mechanisms

developed for OER. One is the adsorbate evolution mechanism (AEM), involving

four consecutive proton-coupled electron transfer reactions centered on the transi-

tion metal sites.18,19,22,23 The other is called lattice oxygen-mediated mechanism

(LOM), involving the redox reaction of lattice oxygen anions, and the reversible for-

mation of surface oxygen vacancy (VO) in the catalyst has been proposed in certain

transition metal-based catalysts.19,24–26 Traditionally, researchers consider the tran-

sition metal atoms in the original transition metal-based electrocatalyst as the active

species for OER and have developed several descriptor-based methods, such as

DGO*�DGOH*, eg occupancy, d band center, and p-band center, to relate the
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material structure to catalytic activity, which helps to guide the design of efficient

electrocatalysts.27–30 However, increasing evidence obtained via the recently devel-

oped in situ/operando characterization techniques reveal that surface reconstruc-

tion occurred in several types of transition metal-based electrocatalysts,22,31,32

which may challenge the developed universal structure-activity descriptors and

the catalytic mechanisms based on the pristine active species in the original struc-

ture. The surface reconstruction phenomenon occurs during OER process and re-

minds us to reconsider the real active species of the pristine electrocatalyst, which

may be considered as pre-catalysts, while the real catalyst should be the recon-

structed active species. Previously, due to the limited development of in situ/oper-

ando characterization techniques, real-time monitoring of the dynamic reconstruc-

tion and the capture of intermediates could not be effectively carried out. Thanks

to the recent development of in situ/operando characterization techniques, more

and more information related to surface reconstruction and real active species of

transition metal-based electrocatalysts have been unraveled. Thus, it is necessary

to summarize such information to advance and envisage their future development.

However, up until now, few reviews have summarized the surface reconstruction pro-

cess, real active species identification, and in situ/operando technology. None of

them provide a comprehensive conclusion as to transition metal-based electrocata-

lysts, including oxides, non-oxides, MOFs, and alloys, which has been reported by

using in situ/operando technology to study the surface reconstruction process and

unravel the reconstructed active sites.18,31,33–35 For example, Li et al.35 reviewed

the progress on the surface reconstruction of earth-abundant electrocatalysts for

OER through the emphasis on the identification of the true active species for OER

and also the reconstruction mechanisms based on most of the ex situ technology.

However, little in situ technology is mentioned in their review, which may miss

real-time information without using in situ/operando technology. Later, Wang

et al.18 summarized the operando characterizations, theoretical calculations, and

recent advances of non-precious metal catalysts for alkaline water electrolysis.

Although they discussed several in situ/operando technologies and mentioned

the surface reconstruction phenomenon, there are no detailed discussions on sur-

face reconstruction mechanism and real active species identification. More recently,

Tang et al.31 concluded work on the structural evolution, active site, and stability of

heterogeneous electrocatalysts. Although they discussed the surface reconstruction

mechanism, active sites identification, and in situ/operando techniques, they gave

only a brief overview of those concepts using a few representative electrocatalysts

rather than providing a comprehensive conclusion on transition metal-based elec-

trocatalysts, including oxides, non-oxides, MOFs, and alloys. Nonetheless, there is

no review that deeply generalizes unraveling real active sites in the reconstructed

phase; the current reviews based on the identification of real active species gener-

ated by surface reconstruction give a brief description of discovering the corre-

sponding oxyhydroxides as real active species.22,32,36 They provide no deeper sum-

mary on which metal site in multimetal oxyhydroxides is the real catalytic site and

what interaction occurs between each metal site in multimetal oxyhydroxides. For

example, Gao et al.22 reviewed the recent advances in activating the surface recon-

struction of transition metal-based electrocatalysts for OER, emphasizing the funda-

mental understanding of reconstruction behavior based on operando analysis and

the state-of-the-art strategies to tailor the surface reconstruction. However, it was

not an in-depth summary on identifying the real catalytic site. Selvam et al.36 summa-

rized the impact of surface dynamics on the intrinsic activities of reconstructed water

oxidation. They briefly introduced experimental approaches for characterizing the

reconstructed active sites in OER electrocatalysts and highlighted recent advances

in the synthesis of various reconstructed transition metal-based electrocatalysts.
2 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022



Figure 1. Schematic illustration for the general concept parts
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There is no in-depth summary on the identification of the real catalytic site and also

the interaction between each metal site in the reconstructed multimetal active sites.

Therefore, it is indispensable to provide a thorough conclusion on the surface recon-

struction and in-depth active species identification based on in situ/operando anal-

ysis to help researchers further understand the surface reconstruction, the real active

sites, and the catalytic mechanisms along with the new real active species.

In this review, we highlight recent progress on the dynamic reconstruction process

and in-depth real active species unraveling of transition metal-based electrocata-

lysts, including oxides, non-oxides, MOFs, and alloys, based on using in situ/oper-

ando technology (summarized in Figure 1). The basic concepts of OER, including

electrochemical evaluation parameters, electrochemical measurement methods,

and catalytic mechanisms, are also introduced to help readers better understand

them. Finally, current challenges and future opportunities in this emerging field

are discussed to advance the research on dynamic reconstruction in electrocata-

lytic reactions and the design of high-performance transition metal-based

electrocatalysts.
Basics of OER

Electrochemical evaluation parameters

To evaluate the activity of OER catalysts, some fundamental parameters, such as

overpotential, exchange current density, Tafel slope, and turnover frequency need

to be specified.
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 3
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Overpotential

According to the Nernst equation,37 the applied potential can be expressed as

Equation 1, where E represents the applied potential and E0 is the standard elec-

trode potential of the overall reaction; F is the Faraday constant; R is the universal

gas constant; T is the temperature; n is the electron transfer numbers; and CO and

CR are the concentrations of oxidized and reduced reagents, respectively. The over-

potential (h), as illustrated in Equation 2, is defined as the potential difference be-

tween the real applied potential (E) and the equilibrium potential (Eeq). In general,

different current densities refer to different overpotential. Thus, when we mention

the overpotential, we need to state the current density. Normally, for OER, the over-

potential considered is when the current density reaches 10 mA cm�1.

E = E0 +
RT

nF
ln
C0

CR
(Equation 1)
h = E � Eeq (Equation 2)

Exchange current density

For the OER, the overall current j is the sum of anodic (ja) and cathodic (jc) currents, as

indicated in Equation 3,37 where ka and kc represent the rate constant of the anodic-

half reaction and the cathodic-half reaction, respectively, and aa and ac represent

the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficient, respectively. j0 is the exchange current,

which is the common absolute value of the current density at the equilibrium of the

system (overpotential h = 0). Exchange current density i0 is considered to be the ex-

change current divided by the surface area of the electrode. As a vital parameter to

evaluate the inherent activity of an electrocatalyst, a larger i0 indicates a faster reac-

tion rate.

j = nFka½cR �exp
�
aanFE

RT

�
+ nFkc ½C0�exp

�
acnFE

RT

�
(Equation 3)

Tafel slope

When only considering the charge transfer limitation, the current density i of OER

can be explained by the well-known Butler-Volmer equation (Equation 4)38:

i = i0

�
exp

�
aanFh

RT

�
+ exp

�
acnFh

RT

��
(Equation 4)

If the system is farther from the equilibrium region (h >> 0), then the only anodic re-

action dominates because the cathodic reaction is negligible. In this case, the Butler-

Volmer equation can be replaced by the Tafel equation, as indicated in Equation 5,39

where the Tafel slope b is expressed as Equation 6. The Tafel slope can suggest how

fast the current changes against the overpotential, and it is proportional to the

anodic coefficient a. Meanwhile, the Tafel slope is always used to determine the

possible reaction pathway and the rate-determined step.

h = � 2:3RT

anF
logði0Þ+ 2:3RT

anF
log i = a+b log i (Equation 5)
b =
2:3RT

anF
(Equation 6)

Turnover frequency

The turnover frequency (TOF) refers to the number of reactants that can be con-

verted into desired products in each active site per unit time, which represents the

intrinsic activity of the catalyst. TOF is determined by Equation 7, where A is the sur-

face area of the electrode and m is the number of moles of metal on the electrode.
4 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022



Figure 2. Schematic illustration of OER mechanisms

(A) Schematic illustration of AEMmechanism for OER in alkaline electrolyte, where * represents the

active site. Reproduced with permission.22 Copyright 2021, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

(B) Schematic illustration of LOM mechanism for OER in alkaline electrolyte. Reproduced with

permission.19 Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Normally, to calculate TOF, one only considers the in situ redox at the metal site

before OER.40

TOF =
i3A

nFm
(Equation 7)

Electrochemical measurement methods

Normally, we make use of cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry

(LSV) measurements to obtain the parameters for evaluating the catalytic activity

of OER. CV is an electrochemical characterization that can indicate the appearance

of reduction and oxidation reactions.41 It is performed by cycling the potential of a

working electrode and measuring the resulting current. The current can be consid-

ered the response signal to the potential excitation signal. The oxidation peak of

the catalyst before OER can be obtained via CV measurement if the oxidation of

metal in the catalyst occurs at the measuring conditions, which is useful for deter-

mining the TOF of catalyst and to analyze the properties of real active sites. LSV is

a voltammetric method that measures the current at a working electrode while

sweeping the potential between the working electrode and a reference electrode

linearly in time.42 The oxidation or reduction of species is registered as a peak or

trough in the current signal at the potential at which oxidation or reduction reactions

begin. The potential at a current density of 10 mA cm�2 (Ei = 10) is the key indicator

for designing the catalytic activity of the OER reaction, which is normally considered

overpotential.7 The chronoamperometry method is usually used to study the stabil-

ity of the OER catalyst, which is a time-dependent technique in which a square-wave

potential is applied to the working electrode and the resulting current from faradic

processes occurring at the electrode is monitored as a function of time.43

Electrochemical reaction mechanism

The OER is an essential anodic reaction for electricity-driven water splitting. The

complicated four-electron transfer reaction kinetics is extra-sluggish, which requires

high overpotential to drive the reaction.44–46 Developing low-cost and robust OER

catalysts is crucial to solving the kinetics problem. Designing efficient catalysts

must be based on the fundamental understanding of the OER mechanism.37 The

mechanism of OER is quite complex and strongly associated with the structure of

the catalyst surface. In general, the conventional one is the AEM, involving four

consecutive proton-coupled electron transfer reactions centered on the transition

metal sites, as described in Figure 2A and Equations 8, 9, 10, and 11).18,19,22 The
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 5
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asterisk (*) refers to the active site on the catalyst, and it initially captures the *OH.

Then, it forms *O after deprotonation and the electron removal process. Subse-

quently, another OH� will be absorbed to form *OOH, and finally, the O2 will be

released through another deprotonation and electron removal, resulting in the

active site * for the next cycle.

OH� + � / �OH + e� (Equation 8)
�OH + OH�/ �O +H2O+ e� (Equation 9)
�O + OH�/ �OOH + e� (Equation 10)
�OOH + OH�/ � +O2 +H2O+ e� (Equation 11)

The overall OER performance on the surface of the catalyst may be restricted by any

of the above reaction processes. Thus, a systematic understanding of the interaction

between active sites and reaction intermediates (*OH, O*, and *OOH) during the re-

action is vital for designing efficient OER catalysts. With the help of density func-

tional theory (DFT)-based calculations, the Gibbs free energy of these four steps

can be obtained as DG1, DG2, DG3, and DG4. The overpotential of OER activity is

determined by the most positive value of the free energy for these four steps. Owing

to the linear correlation of the adsorption energies of HO*, HOO*, and O* species

through AEM, the minimum theoretical overpotential is limited to 0.37 eV, which

is called the scaling limiting relationship in the OER.27,47,48 Despite significant

achievements having been made in understanding the nature of the OER process

via the AEM, it was still challenging to fully explain the OER process in a series of

experimental studies.49,50 Recently, a new lattice oxygen-mediated mechanism

(LOM) involving the redox reaction of lattice oxygen anions and the reversible forma-

tion of VO in the catalyst has been proposed in certain transition metal-based cata-

lysts, as shown in Figure 2B and Equations 12, 13, 14, and 15).19,24,25 First, the *OO

species and VO are generated after *OH deprotonation, followed by *OO species

harkening back to *OH and releasing O2 and electrons. Second, the *OH re-oc-

cupies the VO with a neighboring lattice oxygen protonation. Finally, *OH is regen-

erated. The LOM can break the scaling limiting relationship caused by AEM due to

LOM by bypassing the generation of HOO*.

OH � / ½VO + �OO� +H+ + e� (Equation 12)
½VO + �OO� + H2O/O2 + ½VO + �OH� +H+ + e� (Equation 13)
½VO + �OH� + H2O/ ½ � HO� site + �OH� +H+ + e� (Equation 14)
½ � HO� site + �OH� / �OH +H+ + e� (Equation 15)

The current mechanisms of OER based on transition metals-based electrocatalysts

are almost summarized by the above-mentioned AEM and LOM, which have guided

the design of electrocatalysts more effectively. For example, to optimize the scaling

limiting relationship in AEM, strategies, including elements substitution,51,52 va-

cancies generation,53,54 strain regulation,55 interface engineering,56 unitary eg
orbital occupancy,28,57 and metal-oxygen covalency,58,59 have been developed to

rationally design efficient OER electrocatalysts. The minimum theoretical overpo-

tential of 0.37 eV limits the design of further efficient electrocatalyst the OER.

Thus, to break the scaling limiting relationship, one needs to consider the OER to-

ward LOM. A current popular strategy to switch AEM to LOM is to increase metal-ox-

ygen covalency in electrocatalyst design.2 Both OER mechanism investigations are
6 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022



Figure 3. Schematic illustration of current popular in situ/operando characterization technology

developed for studying electrolysis of the OER process
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developed based on the active sites of the electrocatalyst, which suggests the sig-

nificance of the identification of active sites. Traditionally, for transition metals-

based electrocatalysts, the transition metal with its original structure is considered

as the active site. Recently, as in situ/operando characterization techniques were be-

ing developed, researchers found that the real active phase for catalyzing OER is

different from the original prepared samples, suggesting the occurrence of surface

reconstruction during OER.22,32 The surface reconstruction behaviors have been

confirmed in most of the transition metal-based electrocatalysts during the OER

process, including transition metal-based oxides,2,60 transition metal-based chalco-

genides/pnictides/carbides,33 transition metal-based organic frameworks,61 and

transition metal-based alloys.62 Therefore, it is imperative to identify the real active

sites and the structure of the reconstructive phase during OER with the aid of in situ/

operando characterization techniques.
In situ/operando technology

The ex situ characterization techniques can provide the atomic and electronic struc-

tures of the electrocatalyst before and after the OER reaction. However, it is well

known that the active sites will change during the OER process, and the reaction in-

termediates are important in analyzing the OER mechanism.32 Thus, it is vital to

develop in situ/operando characterization techniques to provide real-time informa-

tion about the electrocatalyst during the reaction. Regarding the distinction

between in situ and operando, it is widely considered that in situ represents a mea-

surement taken in the original position, while operandomeans a measurement con-

ducted under an ongoing condition.12 Both are significant methods to combine

advanced characterization techniques for detecting real-time information during

the OER process.63 Thus, it is significant to provide a brief introduction about

advanced in situ/operando technology developed for studying the OER process

to help researchers to thoroughly understand in situ/operando technology and

apply it to the study of the OER. In this section, we discuss the current popular in

situ/operando characterization technologies, including surface interrogation-scan-

ning electrochemical microscopy (SI-SECM), transmission electron microscopy

(TEM), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-ray

diffraction (XRD), ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (APXPS),

hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy (hXAS), Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, and elec-

trochemical quartz crystal balance (EQCM), developed for studying the electrolysis

of the OER process (Figure 3). We begin by introducing the functions of each
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 7



Table 1. Summary of the pros and cons for in situ/operando techniques

In situ/operando
techniques Advantages Disadvantages

SI-SECM directly quantitative study
of surface adsorbates

poor time resolution

TEM real-time observation of materials’
structure and morphology

stringent operando cell design
and measurement condition

Raman versatile and non-destructive
applications

low spatial resolution and
unclear probing depth

FTIR fast to acquire real-time molecular
information about adsorbates

stringent operando cell
design to enhance S/N ratio

XRD real time to trace crystal structure
and phase transitions of materials

high requirement for materials’
structure and poor scattering
signal in solid-liquid interface

APXPS real time to provide surface
elemental composition, electronic,
and chemical state of materials

limited application condition due to
the restriction on maximum pressure

hXAS highly sensitive to electronic structure,
coordination environment, bonding
strength, and oxidation state of the
absorbed atom in a material;
simple operando setup

average information for valence
state of bulk and surface and
low accessibility

Fe
Mössbauer

real time to provide electron
spin configuration, oxidation state,
molecular symmetry, and magnetic
structure information of Fe atom
in the material

limited to Fe element

EQCM real time to trace mass changes
of investigated materials with high
time resolution; relatively inexpensive
and non-destructive

unable to identify the
adsorbed/dissolved species
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technique, and then discuss their representative in situ/operando setups. Finally, we

examine their advantages and disadvantages for application. The pros and cons of

the above techniques are summarized in Table 1.

SI-SECM

SECM is a valuable technique for not only surface analysis but also bulk materials

analysis; SI-SECM depends on different applying modes.64 SI-SECM is a mode

developed for the quantitative study of surface adsorbates, which uses two size-

matched ultramicroelectrodes tip and substrate, closing to each other such that en-

ables one electrode (tip or substrate) to quantitatively detect the analyte generated

by the other electrode without leaving the tip-substrate gap (Figure 4A).65 It is sig-

nificant to probe the electrochemical behavior of the electrolyte/electrode interface

and to study time-dependent kinetic information in the electrocatalyst, which is suit-

able for studying the electrocatalysis of the OER process.66 Ahn and Bard developed

SI-SECM to directly measure the surface OER kinetics of Ni and Fe ions in NiOOH,

FeOOH, and Ni1-xFexOOH, and they found that the dispersed Fe4+ was the ‘‘fast’’

site, while Ni4+ was the poor site.67 It is important to mention that SI-SECM has

the drawback of its time resolution caused by the intrinsic switching time delays

that are associated with commercial potentiostats. A related strategy is still needed

to overcome it.68

In situ/operando TEM

TEM can provide the structural and chemical information of the electrode materials

at a nano or even an atomic scale. Advanced in situ/operando characterization TEM

technology has been developed in recent decades, which is helpful for providing in-

formation about the changes in electrocatalyst structure and morphology under

real-time observation. Due to the high vacuum environment requirement of the
8 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022



Figure 4. Schematic illustration of in situ/operando characterization setups for OER study

(A) Schematic illustration of the SI-SECM technique. Reproduced with permission.65 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

(B) Schematic illustration of electrochemical cell for in situ TEM. Reproduced with permission.69 Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

(C) Schematic illustration of in situ Raman system. Reproduced with permission.60 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

(D) Schematic illustration of in situ FTIR system. Reproduced with permission.70 Copyright 2016, Elsevier.

(E) Schematic illustration of in situ grazing-angle XRD setup. Reproduced with permission.71 Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.

(F) Schematic of the in situ APXPS instrument. Reproduced with permission72 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

(G) Schematic illustration of in situ hXAS setup. Reproduced with permission.73 Copyright 2021, Springer Nature.

(H) Schematic illustration of in situ Fe Mössbauer electrochemical cell. Reproduced with permission.74 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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high-energy electron excitation source, miniaturized in situ/operando cell design

and measurement condition are quite stringent.75 Ortiz Peña et al.69 implemented

an in situ/operando electrochemical TEM (in situ/operando EC-TEM) setup to study

the electrolysis OER process (Figure 4B). The setup consists of a disposable minia-

turized three-electrode cell with a glass carbon working electrode placed over an

electron-transparent silicon nitride window and two Pt electrodes as counter and
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 9
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reference electrodes, respectively. Deposited particles 500 nm thick can be

observed during the OER process through a liquid electrolyte. By using this setup,

they successfully observed the reconstruction of the Co3O4 electrocatalyst, as Co

oxyhydroxides were the real active sites for the catalysis of OER.

In situ/operando Raman

Raman spectroscopy canprovide information about the vibrational, rotational, andother

low-frequency modes of a material according to the inelastic scattering caused by the

incident photons interacting with materials.76 Notably, Raman is non-destructive and

also sensitive to vibrations involving the polarization changes characterization tech-

nique, which is suitable for conducting in situ/operando electrochemical studies in

aqueous media. However, the spatial resolution is low and the probing depth is un-

known. To enable the in situ/operando Raman spectroscopy for the study of the electro-

catalysisOER process, a special cell is needed. An in situ/operando cell has been used to

protect the Raman objective from the three-electrode working system, while enabling

the high detection limit without disturbing the electrochemical response. Deng

et al.77 developed a custom-made round Teflon dish by using a 13-mm thick Teflon

film to wrap and protect the water-immersing objective, which has overcome the prob-

lem ofmismatch in refractive indices of protective films and thus increased the detection

limit without interfering in the electrochemical response (Figure 4C).60Making use of the

developed equipment, they have identified the Cu (III) oxides serving as OER electroca-

talytic active sites on Cu and Cu oxide.77

In situ/operando FTIR

FTIR can provide composition and structure of molecules based on the absorption of

infrared beams corresponding to various vibration modes of material over a wide

spectral range.76 Due to its high detection sensitivity, precise accuracy, and fast mea-

surement speed, in situ/operando FTIR is a powerful characterization technique used

to acquire real-time molecular information about adsorbates and solution species

involved in electrochemical reactions.70 However, to implement the in situ/operando

FTIR in electrochemical OER, the liquid/solid interface needs to solve several obstacles

associatedwith enhancing the signal-to noise ratio (S/N), including the adsorption of the

IR beam by the aqueous electrolyte, the loss of IR energy during reflection at electrode

surface, and the weak IR signal of the submonolayer adsorbates. Several strategies have

been developed to overcome such problems, including the use of highly reflective elec-

trodes, the employment of weak signal determination methods, the choice of optimal

incident angles, and the optimization of in situ cell design.70 Among them, the in situ/

operando cell design enables the successful implementation of in situ/operando FTIR

investigation during the OER process. Figure 4D describes two approaches classified

as internal and external reflection configuration about in situ/operando FTIR cell design,

which canminimize the strong IR absorption by electrolyte species.70 The internal reflec-

tion configuration uses a thin metal film deposited on the IR transparent prism as the

working electrode with the use of attenuated total reflection (ATR).78 The back of the

electrode interface is focused on by the IR beam, which enables the availability of a thick

solution layer, allowing good mass transportation. However, there is a drawback in that

the electrode materials are limited to a thin film prepared by sputtering or electroless

deposition, and are limited to a few metals, such as Au, Pt, and Pd.79,80 The external

reflection configuration uses an electrode close to the light-guiding prism to form a

thin layer of electrolyte, ensuring a short path length through the liquid for a high IR illu-

mination of the electrode. The advantage in this design is the wide range of electrode

nanomaterials, simultaneous generated adsorbates, and solution species during the

electrochemical reaction, while the drawback is that the short path length restricts

mass transportation.81
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In situ/operando XRD

XRD can provide the crystal structures and phase transitions of a material. There are or-

dinary and synchrotron XRDs dependent on the intensity of the energy beam. The syn-

chrotron XRD with a high energy beam can penetrate any kind of material without

causing damage to thematerial and can also provide high sensitivity.76 In situ/operando

XRD was developed to monitor the structural transformation of electrocatalysts during

OER. Figure 4E shows an in situ grazing-angle XRD setup used for monitoring the struc-

tural transformation of electrocatalysts during the OER process by using a synchrotron

X-ray beam.71 By using this setup, Tung et al.71 successfully observed the phase trans-

formation of Co3O4@CoO to CoOOHduring the electrocatalysis of the OER process. In

situ/operando XRD is useful for identifying the structural transformation of electrocata-

lysts during the OER process.82,83 However, there are still some limitations to in situ/op-

erando XRD, including that the investigated materials should be well-ordered crystals,

the scattering from the buried solid-liquid interface is weak fromusing ordinary-intensity

X-rays, and the synchrotron facilities are limited in the current stage.84

In situ/operando APXPS

XPS is a quantitative spectroscopic technique that can provide the surface elemental

composition, electronic, and chemical state of materials.85 The requirement of ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) conditions for traditional XPS measurement has constrained the

in situ/operando application of XPS in monitoring electrochemical reactions. Inter-

estingly, the APXPS has overcome this limitation by integrating differential-pumping

stages. A general in situ/operando setup consists of a high-pressure chamber, a

differentially pumped electrostatic lens and apertures, and an electron analyzer (Fig-

ure 4F).72 However, some restrictions on the maximum pressure still limits its ability

to reach some electrocatalysis conditions.

In situ/operando hXAS

hXAS is a useful tool to investigate the electronic structure, coordination environment,

bonding strength, and oxidation state of the absorbed atoms in a material. hXAS con-

sists of two distinct energy regions: one is the X-ray absorption near-edge structure

(XANES) region at�30 eV, and its pre-edge refers to the transition from 1 s to 3d state,

which is linearly proportional to the oxidation state of bulk transition metal-based ma-

terials; the other is the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) at >40 eV,

which can provide the local structural information, such as coordination numbers,

bond length, and disorder degree of the investigated atoms.75 The requirement of

high X-ray energy for 3d transition metal K-edge XAS makes this technique extremely

appropriate for the in situ investigation of transition metal-based materials. Moreover,

since the technique does not require the vacuum, it is quite suitable for in situ/operando

monitoring of the electrocatalyst changes during theOERprocess. Figure 4G shows the

schematic illustration of the in situ hXAS setup for the electrocatalysis of the OER inves-

tigation. The setup is quite simple, with a three-electrodeworking system; and one item

that needs to be paid attention to is to ensure that the X-ray can probe the electroca-

talyst on the working electrode.73 A number of developments have been achieved in

investigating the real active sites on transition metal-based electrocatalysts for OER

by using in situ/operando hXAS.86–88 Nevertheless, the in situ/operando hXAS also

encounters some drawbacks, including that only an average valence state of bulk

and surface is obtained and it is difficult to knowwhether the full oxidation state change

occurs.63 In addition, the synchrotron facilities are limited in the current stage.

In situ/operando Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy

Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy is a significant technique for providing electron spin

configuration, oxidation state, molecular symmetry, and magnetic structure
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information about Fe atoms in the material by measuring the hyperfine interactions

caused by nuclear moments coupling with the electric and magnetic fields acting on

the atomic nucleus.89 Thus, the development of in situ/operando Fe Mössbauer

spectroscopy is beneficial for studying the electron spin configuration and oxidation

state information of Fe-based electrocatalysts during the OER process. Figure 4H

shows an in situ/operando Fe Mössbauer electrochemical cell developed by Chen

et al.74 The inexpensive Delrin with minimal g-ray absorption was used to construct

the cell. Both walls of the anode compartment were carved by thin windows to align

them with the g-ray source and detector. Meanwhile, the width of the anode

compartment was constrained to 5 mm to avoid excess g-ray attenuation. A pump

was needed for continuous circulation of electrolytes during operation. By imple-

menting this equipment, they determined the formation of Fe4+ in NiFe hydroxide,

but not in hydrous NiFe oxide during the OER process. The drawback of this tech-

nique is limited to Fe-based materials.

EQCM

EQCM is composed of traditional quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) with electro-

chemical technologies in solid/liquid systems.90 EQCM is frequently used in the

study of electrode dissolution and adsorption processes, which can provide a profile

of changes in electrode surface morphology. A typical EQCM setup consists of three

core components, including a quartz crystal chip, an oscillator, and an electrochem-

ical workstation (potentiostat). The quartz crystal chip serves as the sensor and the

working electrode, which usually comprises a thin AT-cut quartz crystal sheet and

a metal (e.g., Au, Pt, Cu) layer sprayed on both sides of the quartz sheet with an elec-

trode material coating on the Au layer. The resonance frequency of the electrode

changes with the mass change of the electrode. The oscillator is applied to record

the change of the frequency and the impedance of the quartz crystal. An electro-

chemical workstation is used for conducting electrochemical tests, such as CV and

LSV.91 Although it cannot identify the adsorbed/dissolved species on the investi-

gated electrode, it offers a powerful real-time technique for studying the electro-

chemical behavior of various electrodes because it can interrogate mass changes

on the nanogram scale with a time resolution of <1 s.92 In addition, EQCM is a rela-

tively inexpensive and non-destructive characterization method, providing in situ in-

formation on the mass change to reflect the evolution of the structure both in the

electrode and electrolyte. By combining it with other characterization techniques

such as XRD, AFM, XPS, and Raman, EQCM can be used to accurately determine

the chemical structure and composition of reaction intermediates during chemical

reactions occurring in battery and catalysis processes.93,94

Active sites of transition metal-based electrocatalyst unraveling

In recent years, significant attention has been paid to developing transition metal-

based electrocatalysts for OER application.10,40,95–98 In general, transition metal-

based electrocatalysts can be classified as transition metal-based oxides, including

the perovskite family, the spinel family, and the layer structure family; transition

metal-based non oxides, including chalcogenides, pnictides, borides, and carbides;

transition MOFs, including normal MOFs and Prussian blue analogies (PBAs); transi-

tion metal-based alloys, including normal alloys and high entropy alloys, as well as

transition M-N-Cs.22,99,100 As in situ/operando characterization techniques devel-

oped, researchers found that the surface reconstruction process would occur in

most of the above-mentioned transition metal-based electrocatalysts during anodic

polarization OER processes.63,76,101–104 Thus, most of the above-mentioned electro-

catalysts are considered ‘‘pre-catalysts’’; the real active species are the recon-

structed layers, which could be their corresponding hydroxides,105 oxides,33 and
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the use of in situ/operando analysis to study the surface

reconstruction process and to unravel the real active species active sites of transitionmetal-based

electrocatalysts during OER process
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oxyhydroxides.106 In particular, as in situ/operando technology developed, re-

searchers found that the real active species are usually the corresponding oxyhydr-

oxides.32,107,108 Usually, the surface reconstruction of transition metal-based

electrocatalysts is caused by metal doping/substituting, anion inducing, defects

introducing, morphology tuning, plasmon enhancing and thermal/photothermal

enabling.22,32,109 Here, we distill the recent reports about using in situ/operando

analysis to study the surface reconstruction process and to unravel the real active

species in the above-mentioned electrocatalysts, except for M-N-Cs, since no

research is available. Figure 5 summarizes the concepts, and the significant electro-

catalysts discussed are summarized in Table 2.

Transition metal-based oxides

Transition metal oxides have been widely explored as efficient OER electrocatalysts

because of their low cost and diverse components and structure. According to their

structure, they can be generally categorized as perovskite-type oxides, spinel-type

oxides, and layer structure-type oxides. Perovskite-type oxides generally process a

structure of ABO3, in which the A-site is rare-earth and alkaline-earth metals, while

the B-site is transition metals.110 Spine-type oxides consist of a face-centered cubic

structure of oxygen with 1/2 of the octahedral sites and 1/8 of the tetrahedral sites

filled, and its typical chemical formula can be denoted as (A1-xBx)Td(AxB2-x)OhO4

(A, B = transition metal), where x represents the inversion degree of the spinel

and can be any value in the range of 0–1.111 Layer structure-type oxides, including
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Table 2. Summary for types of reconstruction-involved transition metal-based pre-catalysts in alkaline OER conditions, reconstructed active

species, and the applied in situ/operando characterizations

Types Pre-catalysts Reconstructed active species Applied characterizations Ref.

Perovskite-type
oxides

Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3- d Co/FeOOH in situ XAS 116

La1�xSrxCoO3 Co oxyhydroxide in situ ICPMS 117

Spinel-type oxides Co3O4 superoxide and oxo Co
(IV) intermediates

in situ FTIR 118

crystalline Co3O4 CoOx(OH)y in situ XRD 119

NiMoO4$xH2O NiOOH in situ Raman 120

Layer structure-
type oxides

Ni(OH)2 NiOOH in situ Raman 121

Fe doped Ni(OH)2 g-NiOOH in situ XAS 122

NiCe hydroxide g-NiOOH in situ/operando
Raman and XRD

123

Co3O4/Co(OH)2 CoOOH operando APXPS 124

FeOOH-NiOOH Fe=O and NiIII–O operando Raman 133

NiFe-layered oxyhydroxide Fe4+ operando Mössbauer
spectroscopy

89

NiFeCr(oxy)hydroxide Cr6+ operando Raman and XAS 137

Chalcogenides/
pnictides

CoSx CoOOH in situ HRTEM and FTIR 140

NiNPS g-NiOOH in situ Raman 141

NiMoN@NiFeN NiFe oxyhydroxide in situ Raman 143

P-substituted CoSe2 Co oxyhydroxide in situ Raman and XAS 144

Borides/carbides Ni-Bi thin films b-NiOOH in situ XAS 87

Co-Mo2C g-CoOOH, in situ Raman 150

MOFs tannin-NiFe complex NixFe1-xOyHz in situ Raman 61

Ni0.5Co0.5-MOF-74 Ni0.5Co0.5OOH0.75 operando XAS 86

ZIF-67 a/b-(CoOOH) in situ UV-vis and in situ Raman 157

NiFe-PBAs amorphous NiOOH in situ XAS 153

Alloys FeCoCrNi MCA film multimetal oxyhydroxide in situ Raman 62

multimetal site FeNi3@NiCu alloys Fe-NiOOH@Cu-NiOOH operando ATR-FTIR 162
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transition metal hydroxides and oxyhydroxides usually possess a brucite-type struc-

ture, in which a transition metal layer of MO6 subunits alternatingly connect with one

another through edge sharing and protons stack on top of one another, resulting in a

two-dimensional layered structure.112 Traditionally, researchers considered the

transition metal atoms in the transition oxides with original structure as the active

species for OER and have developed several descriptor-based methods to relate

thematerial structure to catalytic activity, which helps to guide the design of efficient

electrocatalysts. For example, Man et al.27 calculated OER intermediates’ binding

energies on a wide variety of transition metal oxides and found a universal scaling

relationship between the binding energy of *OOH and *OH, and thus developed

a universal single descriptor DGO*�DGOH* to describe the OER activity. Later, Sun-

tivich et al.28 found a surface transition metal cation eg occupancy close to unity

and that high oxygen bonding covalency can enhance the OER activity of perov-

skite-type oxides in alkaline conditions. Recently, Wei et al.29 found that the eg oc-

cupancy of the transition metal in the octahedral site can be used as activity

descriptor for spinel-type oxides. In addition to the above-mentioned activity de-

scriptors, there are other descriptors such as d-band center, OH-M2+d bond

strength, and coordinatively unsaturated transition metal cation[MCUS] used to

describe the structure-activity relationship of transition metal oxides.19,113 However,

the increasing evidences obtained by recently developed in situ/operando charac-

terization techniques reveal that surface reconstruction occurred in several types

of transition metals oxides, including perovskite-type oxides, spinel-type oxides,
14 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022
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and layer structure-type oxides,31,114 indicating the searching of universal descrip-

tors for relating structure to OER activity by using certain ex situ physical properties

may be misleading. Although significant efforts have been made to develop struc-

ture-activity descriptors and working mechanisms based on the pristine structure

of transition metal oxides, the surface reconstruction of them during the OER pro-

cess reminds us to reconsider the real active species of pristine electrocatalysts

that may be considered pre-catalysts, while the real catalyst should be the recon-

structed active species. Thanks to the development of in situ/operando characteriza-

tion techniques, information about surface reconstruction and real active species of

transition metal oxides have been revealed recently. Thus, we summarize here such

information to advance and envisage their future development.

For perovskite-type oxides, May et al.115 found that perovskite Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8

Fe0.2O3-d underwent amorphization of its surface at OER potentials, which was

accompanied by the reduction of surface concentrations of Ba2+ and Sr2+ cations

and an increase in OER activity, proved by using ex situ characterization techniques.

Later, Fabbri et al.116 applied in operando XAS measurements to capture dynamic

surface reconstruction from Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d (BSCF) to Co/FeOOH during

the OER process in alkaline conditions. They also elaborated on the formationmech-

anism of the reconstructed Co/FeOOH layer. The in operando XANES of the Co K-

edge showed that the Co oxidation state was increased when the applied potential

increased from 1.425 to 1.55 V. While reversing the applied potential, no significant

changes in the Co K-edge can be observed, suggesting that the irreversible oxida-

tion of Co cations took place during the OER process. Figure 6A showed the Fourier-

transformed (FT) k3-weighted Co K-edge EXAFS spectra recorded for the BSCF-FS

(flame spray) electrode at various applied potentials. The first peak in all FT-EXAFS

spectra located at 1.8–2 Å could be assigned to Co-O bonds. The characteristic peak

of the perovskite structure (at �3.5 and 4 Å) was blurry compared with another peak

located at �2.9 Å, which was typical for perovskites with a high oxygen vacancy and

usually related to Co-Co/Fe coordination in edge-sharing polyhedral structures.

These suggested the transformation from pristine perovskite to Co/FeOOH with

an edge-sharing polyhedral structure. They found that OER activity was positively

correlated with the degree of increase in the Co oxidation state and transformation

of structure. Furthermore, they proposed that the formation of the Co/FeOOH layer

may originate from the lattice OER (LOER), and that the highly soluble Ba2+ and Sr2+

cations leached into the electrolyte, while the Co2–3+ and Fe2–3+ cations were

restricted to dissolving, resulting in the growth of the Co/FeOOH layer (Figure 6B).

Thus, for the perovskite Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d catalyzing OER system, a stable dy-

namic cycle, including the pristine perovskite structure and the self-assembled for-

mation of the oxyhydroxide surface layer, was established and the real active sites

should be attributed to the reconstructed oxyhydroxides. In addition, Lopes

et al.117 demonstrated that the origin of the OER activity in a La1�xSrxCoO3 model

perovskite could be attributed to a reconstructed surface layer of Co oxyhydroxide

(CoOxHy) that interacted with trace-level Fe species contained in the electrolyte,

creating dynamically stable active sites. They found that the formation of the stable

Co oxyhydroxide layer was caused by A-site dissolution and O vacancy creation, as

experimentally confirmed by ex situ identical location scanning TEM at atomic res-

olution, Raman spectroscopy, and in situ inductively coupled plasma-mass spec-

trometry (ICP-MS). The interaction between Fe species from the electrolyte and

the reconstructed transition metal oxyhydroxide enabled the La1�xSrxCoO3/

CoOxHy-Fe electrode/electrolyte interface to be highly active and stable toward

O2 production.117 In conclusion, current reports about surface reconstruction of

the perovskite-type oxides are related to the reconstructed oxyhydroxides, caused
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Figure 6. In situ/operando investigation of transition metal oxides during OER process

(A) Fourier-transformed (FT) k3-weighted Co K-edge EXAFS spectra recorded for the BSCF-FS electrode at various applied potentials in 0.1 M KOH.

(B) Schematic illustration of OER/LOER and dissolution/re-deposition mechanism leading to the formation of a self-assembled active surface layer, rich

in CoOOH and FeOOH.

(A) and (B) reproduced with permission.116 Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.

(C) Contour plots of in situ grazing-angle XRD signals of a Co3O4@CoO SC in 0.5 M KOH (pH 13.6). The images show the diffraction intensity (color

coded) as a function of voltage. The lower curves show the measured current density. Reproduced with permission.71 Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.

(D) Potential-dependent in situ Raman spectra of NiMoO4$xH2O at 0.924–1.824 V versus RHE with 50 mV of interval voltage in 1 M KOH, showing that

NiMoO4$xH2O gradually reconstructs to CR-NiOOH.

(E) In situ Raman spectra of NiMoO4$xH2O powder soaking in 1 M KOH with a 200-s interval time.

(F) Schematic illustration of reconstruction process from NiMoO4$xH2O to NiOOH.

(D)–(F) reproduced with permission.118 Copyright 2020, Cell Press.

(G) Operando APXPS of the biphasic Co3O4/Co(OH)2 catalyst. Co 2p3/2 acquired under hydrated conditions (18 Torr water vapor) and as a function of

various applied potential (BE, binding energy; OCP, open-circuit potential; OER, oxygen evolution reaction); the green-shadowed component at low

BE is assigned to Co4+.

(H) Schematic illustration of reconstruction process from Co(OH)2 to CoOOH.

(G) and (H) reproduced with permission.119 Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society.

(I) Operando Fe Mössbauer spectra of NiFe-layered oxyhydroxide collected at various applied potentials during OER process. Reproduced with

permission.74 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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by A-site dissolution. Typically, the reconstructed oxyhydroxides are considered to

be the active species of perovskite-type oxides for catalyzing OER.

For spinel-type oxides, the surface reconstruction phenomena also took place dur-

ing catalyzing OER processes. Zhang et al.120 performed time-resolved FTIR to

investigate Co3O4 during the OER reaction process and found superoxide and

oxo Co(IV) intermediates occurring at the surface of Co3O4 during the catalyzing

process, and they confirmed that they were catalytic active sites for OER. Later,

Tung et al.71 reported that a single-crystal Co3O4 underlay with a thin CoO layer re-

constructed to CoOOH layer, which is the real active species for OER. Figure 6C

showed the contour plots of in situ grazing-angle XRD signals of a Co3O4@CoO

SC at various applied potentials during the OER process, which indicated that the

b-CoOOH was formed first at low applied potential; when the potential increased,

the a-CoOOH phase was observed, suggesting the OER was strongly correlative

with the formation of metal oxyhydroxide. This clarifies the specific reconstructed

species under different OER processes. Meanwhile, surface reconstruction mecha-

nisms have also been explored by researchers. However, the discussion of the geo-

metric spaces (Oh and Td) where the formation of oxyhydroxides occurs is still being

debated. Bergmann et al.121 reported on the structurally reversible evolution of the

sub-nano shell of crystalline Co3O4 OER electrocatalysts transformed into a catalyt-

ically active layer CoOx(OH)y, which comprised di-m-oxo-bridged Co3+/4+ Oh ions,

identified using advanced in situ XAS techniques. However, Wang et al.122 investi-

gated the geometrical site-dependent OER activity of Co3O4 catalysts by substitut-

ing Co2+
Td and Co3+

Oh with inactive Zn2+ and Al3+, respectively, and found that the

Co2+
Td site was responsible for the surface formation of CoOOH, which acted as the

active site for OER, confirmed by in operando electrochemical impedance spectros-

copy and XAS analysis. Metal leaching causing surface reconstruction has also been

found in spinel-type oxides. For example, Liu et al.118 reported that etching recon-

struction engineering on NiMoO4$xH2O endowed the formed NiOOH active layer

during the OER process and they uncovered that the key to complete reconstruction

was the multicomponent co-leaching-induced loose reconstruction layer, conducive

to solution penetration and mass transport. Figure 6D showed the potential-depen-

dent in situ Raman spectra of NiMoO4$xH2O at 0.924–1.824 V versus reversible

hydrogen electrode (RHE) with 50 mV of interval voltage in 1 M KOH, suggesting

that NiMoO4$xH2O was gradually reconstructed to CR-NiOOH. Figure 6E showed

the in situ Raman spectra of NiMoO4$xH2O powder soaking in 1 M KOH with a

200-s interval time, the intensity of 3 Raman peaks assigned to the Mo-O Ni stretch-

ing vibration at 800–1,000 cm�1 decreased and almost vanished after soaking for 1

h, suggesting breakage of the Mo-O-Ni bond, while the newly formed peak at

900 cm�1 was assigned to MoO4
2�. Therefore, when NiMoO4$xH2O was measured

in 1 M KOH, the spontaneous etching reaction occurred simultaneously, which

resulted in a loose reconstruction layer and induced its complete reconstruction.

Figure 6F described the reconstruction process from NiMoO4$xH2O to NiOOH. In

general, the current reports about surface reconstruction of the spinel-type oxides

are also related to the reconstructed oxyhydroxides, which are considered the active

species for catalyzing OER.

Transition metal hydroxides are also found to be reconstructed into oxyhydroxides

during theOER process. Louie and Bell123 investigated the incorporation effect of Fe

in Ni(OH)2 during the OER process and found that the presence of Fe caused the

Ni(OH)2 to be transformed into NiOOH more easily by using the in situ Raman char-

acterization technique, increasing the catalytic activity for the OER. Wang et al.124

developed Fe-doped Ni(OH)2 on carbon paper (CFP) as an electrocatalyst and
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conducted an in situ XANES study at various OER potentials to elucidate its chemical

state variation and electronic structure change. They found that the ‘‘Ni�O�Fe’’

bond facilitated the oxidation of Ni(OH)2 to a high catalytic performance of the g-

NiOOH phase. The above examples demonstrate the presence of Fe helping

Ni(OH)2 to transfer into NiOOH during the OER process and enhancing OER cata-

lytic activity. The presence of Ce has also been found to promote the formation of

NiOOH from NiCe hydroxide during the OER process. For example, Yan et al.125

performed in situ/operando Raman and XRD to study the dynamic generation of

g-NiOOH in NiCe hydroxide during the OER process and found that the integration

of Ce promoted the formation of an active g-NiOOH phase for catalyzing OER. Fa-

varo et al.119 studied the Co3O4/Co(OH)2 biphasic electrocatalyst on Si by using op-

erando APXPS, and found that the electrocatalyst underwent chemical-structural

transformations as a function of the applied anodic potential, with complete conver-

sion of the Co(OH)2 and partial conversion of the spinel Co3O4 phases to CoOOH,

promoting high catalytic activity for OER, as shown in Figures 6G and 6H. Since a

number of current researches related to surface reconstruction of transition metal

oxides are reported on reconstructed into oxyhydroxides as the active species for

catalyzing OER. Thus, investigation directly on oxyhydroxides is vital to thoroughly

understand the catalytic mechanism between OER and the active species. Signifi-

cant efforts have been made to study oxyhydroxides catalyzing the OER pro-

cess.126–130 Although most of the active species of structural reconstruction from

transition metal oxides have been confirmed as oxyhydroxides, the real active site

for the catalysts is still under debate, and some research results showed contradic-

tory conclusions. For single-transition metal oxyhydroxides such as, Fe, Co, and

Ni, there are different valence states in such elements in oxyhydroxides. For

example, some researchers considered Fe3+ to be the real active site, while some

considered Fe4+ to be the real active species for OER in Fe oxyhydroxides.20 For bi-

nary transition metal oxyhydroxides such as FeNi, FeCo, and NiCo, the real active

site determination is more controversial. There are several possibilities: (1) Ni and

Co are the active sites and Fe helps to activate them; (2) Ni/Co and Fe work together

to boost the OER activity; and (3) Fe is the active site and Ni and Co provide conduc-

tive support for catalysis.131 All of the above-mentioned possibilities have been re-

ported in the literature. For example, Li et al.132 reported that the presence of Fe3+

doping promoted the formation of formal Ni4+ in Ni(Fe)OOH OER electrocatalysts,

which in turn directly correlated with enhanced activity of the catalyst in promoting

OER, suggesting that Ni4+ is the real active site in this system. This suggests that

Fe helps to activate Ni in Ni(Fe)OOH OER electrocatalyst. However, Shin et al.133

found that both Fe4+ and Ni4+ in Ni1�xFex(OOH) played essential roles in OER

using the DFT calculation; high spin d4 Fe4+ stabilized the O$ formation on the

MO bond, while the low spin d6 Ni4+ catalyzed the subsequent O�O coupling, mak-

ingNi1�xFex(OOH) amuch better OER catalyst than NiOOH. Therefore, the Fe4+ and

Ni4+ sites both were considered to be active sites in the Ni1�xFex(OOH) electrocata-

lyst.133 Experimental evidence of the synergetic effect of Fe and Ni active sites in the

FeOOH-NiOOHOER electrocatalyst has been confirmed by Bai et al.134 using in op-

erando Raman spectroscopy. They found FeOOH-NiOOH conducted by a bifunc-

tional mechanism in which the OH– attack on a Fe=O was the rate-determining

O–O bond-forming step, coupled with a hydrogen atom transfer to a NiIII-O site.

Nonetheless, Chen et al.74 provided the first direct evidence for the formation of

Fe4+ in NiFe-layered oxyhydroxide catalysts during steady-state water oxidation

via the operando Mössbauer spectroscopy, as shown in Figure 6I, and they

claimed that the Fe4+ species was not directly responsible for but related to the

obtained OER activity. Later, Burke et al.135 found that Fe was the most active

site in the Co1�xFex(OOH) electrocatalyst, while CoOOH provided a conductive,
18 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022
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high-surface-area, and stable host. Ahn and Bard67 applied SI-SCEM to find two

types of surface sites showing ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ OER catalyzing activity in Ni1�x

FexOOH electrodes, in which ‘‘fast’’ sites matched well with the Fe atom, suggesting

the active sites for OER catalysis were the dispersed Fe atoms in the Ni1�xFexOOH

electrocatalyst. For ternary andmulticomponent transition metal oxyhydroxides, the

situation is more complex. Each transition metal is possible as the active species and

synergetic effect between each element is also possible as active sites. For example,

Zhang et al.52 reported that the synergistic interplay between W, Fe, and Co in

gelled FeCoW oxyhydroxide produced a favorable electronic structure and local co-

ordination environment for enhancing OER performance. Stevens et al.136 found

that Fe was essential for the mixed-metal Ni-Co-Fe-oxyhydroxides to achieve high

OER activity. The role of Co in Ni-Co-Fe-oxyhydroxides only shifted the onset of

electrical conductivity to lower potentials, with little effect on the intrinsic OER activ-

ity. Bo et al.137 revealed that the activity ranking of the active sites in the NiFeCr (oxy)

hydroxide OER catalyst was Cr > Fe ˃ Ni via using operando Raman and XAS charac-

terization techniques and DFT calculation. Figure 7A showed a lab-built operando

XAS cell used for measuring XAS during the OER process, and the OER activity

curves recorded during XAS measurement is shown in Figure 7B. The operando

XANES of the Fe K-edge in the NiFeCr catalyst showed no obvious shift (red dashes,

Figure 7C), even under an applied potential of 0.70 V compared with that of the Fe K-

edge in the sample NiFe catalyst under the same applied potential, suggesting that

the addition of Cr did not affect the Fe oxidation state during theOER. For Ni K-edge

XANES (red curves, Figure 4D), a small shift was observed with the increase of the

applied potential, while a significant shift in the Ni K-edge in the NiFe catalyst could

be observed (black dashes, Figure 7D), indicating that the Ni in the NiFeCr catalyst

was more difficult to oxidize into higher oxidation states during the OER. However,

when the applied potential was increased, the Cr K-edge of the NiFeCr catalyst (red

dashes, Figure 7E) showed that it clearly became Cr6+, as demonstrated by the

intense pre-edge feature at 5.994 eV and a very positive shift of the main edge dur-

ing the OER process. This suggested that upon an oxidation potential, the majority

of the oxidation took place preferentially on the Cr site, which in turn protects the Ni

oxidation. For the FTs of Fe and Ni (red curves in Figures 7F and 7G), no obvious shift

occurred under the applied potential during theOER process, indicating that neither

Fe–O nor Ni–O in the octahedral intermediate contained shorter bonds. In contrast,

for the Cr FT in the NiFeCr catalyst (Figure 7H), the peak of Cr–O in the first shell

shifted negatively, with a dominant peak at 1.2 Å, suggesting a shorter Cr–O

bond under the applied potential. The Cr atoms with the shorter Cr–O bond may

have an optimal binding capability with the oxygen intermediate, providing good

OER activity. DFT calculations were conducted to further understand the role of

Cr/Fe/Ni in the NiFeCr catalyst toward OER, and Figure 7I showed the DFT calcula-

tion model for the Cr/Fe/Ni catalyst. The oxygen intermediate binding capabilities

of three types of active sites followed the order of Cr ˃ Fe > Ni, as shown in Figure 4J.

Hence, they concluded that the activity ranking of the active sites in NiFeCr (oxy)hy-

droxide OER catalyst was Cr > Fe > Ni. This clearly denotes the activity ranking of the

active sites in NiFeCr (oxy)hydroxide OER catalyst as Cr > Fe > Ni by using operando

Raman and XAS characterization techniques and DFT calculation. Although related

research has been explored to investigate the real active sites in ternary and multi-

component transition metal oxyhydroxides, significant effort is still needed to

explore and confirm a forceful conclusion.

Transition metal-based non-oxides

Transition metal-based non-oxides, including chalcogenides/pnictides, borides,

and carbides, possess the general formula of AxZy, in which A is the transition metal
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 19



Figure 7. Operando XAS investigation and DFT study of active sites in NiFeCr catalyst during OER process

(A and B) Schematic illustration of the operando XAS cell (A) and (B) OER performance recorded in operando XAS cell in 0.1 M KOH without iR

compensation.

(C–E) Operando XANES of the Fe (C), Ni (D), and Cr (E) K-edge in sample NiFe and NiFeCr catalysts.

(F–H) FTs of Fe (F), Ni (G), and Cr (H) in sample NiFe and NiFeCr catalysts from operando EXAFS (solid: measured, circle: fitted); structure for

intermediate transformation illustrated in the inset of (H).

(I) DFT calculation model for the Cr, Fe-sub-b-NiOOH (101) facet.

(J) Computed OER overpotentials for various reaction sites of Cr and/or Fe substituted b-NiOOH as a function of O* binding energy. The dashed line

represents a linear fit to the data points. Reproduced with permission.137 Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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and Z is chalcogens/N/P/C. Transition metal-based chalcogenides/pnictides/bo-

rides/carbides have been confirmed to exhibit outstanding OER activities since

they possess metal-like conductivity in harsh working conditions.138 However, they

have been found to be unstable under anodic potential during the OER process

and can be easily reconstructed into related oxyhydroxides, which are usually

considered to be the real active sites for catalyzing OER.22,35,105 In this section,

we discuss the recent reports related to surface reconstruction and real active sites’

unraveling of transition metal-based chalcogenides/pnictides/borides/carbides

during the OER process by using in situ/operando characterization techniques.

For transition metal-based chalcogenides, such as metal sulfides, metal selenides,

and tellurides, the information about structural reconstruction mechanisms and

real active species of transition metal-based chalcogenides during the OER process

have been explored and uncovered more clearly and evidently as the in situ/oper-

ando characterization techniques developed. For example, Fan et al.139 captured

the gradual reconstruction of the amorphous CoSx to Co(OH)2 intermediate first

and finally into CoOOH (CoSx-Co(OH)2-CoOOH) in the OER process through in

situ technologies. The in situ high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) in the identical location

also showed an amorphous structure of the initial material, but a highly dispersed

nucleation of nanocrystals in the amorphous CoSx hollow shell after 2.5 min of anod-

ization. With the elongation of the electrolysis time to 12.5 min, clear lattice fringes

of CoOOH could be observed. In addition, the in situ FTIR measurement of CoSx at

various times of the OER indicated that after 200 s, the bands at 3,350 and

1,630 cm�1 assigned to stretching and bending vibration of the hydrogen-bonded

hydroxyl group, respectively, were increased and then stabilized as the reaction

time went on. The increased band located at 892 cm�1 ascribed to O�H bending

vibrations for the structural hydroxyls suggested the formation of hydroxide species

on the electrocatalyst surface during the OER. Moreover, after the OER measure-

ment, the bands at 3,350, 1,630, and 892 cm�1 still existed, which indicated that

the structural and composition transformation of CoSx was irreversible. Therefore,

the in situ technology confirmed that the surface reconstruction-derived irreversible

CoOOH was the real active species in the CoSx for alkaline OER. Huang et al.140

applied in situ Raman spectroscopy to confirm the irreversible phase transformation

from Ni-based pnictide/sulfide (NiNPS) to a-Ni(OH)2 and reversible phase transition

between a-Ni(OH)2 and g-NiOOH before OER, demonstrating that g-NiOOH was

the real active species for OER. As shown in Figure 8A, no obvious peak was

observed in the range of 400–600 cm�1 with the fresh NiNPS sample under 0 V of

the applied potential, suggesting no detectable NiO, Ni-hydroxide, or oxyhydrox-

ide species on the surface. When increased the applied potential to 0.2 V, 1 broad

Raman band with 2 shoulder peaks at 463 and 491 cm�1 separately assigned to the

symmetric stretching vibration of Ni-OH and Ni-O vibration first appeared, indi-

cating the beginning of surface evolution. The reduction in the Ni-OH peak occurred

when the applied potential increased >0.2 V. When the potential increased to 0.3–

0.5 V, 2 new Raman bands at 477 and 557 cm�1 appeared, which could be assigned

to the Eg Ni-O bending vibration mode and A1g Ni-O stretching vibration, respec-

tively, indicating the formation of the g-NiOOH phase. When the potential was

reduced to 0 V, the Raman bands of g-NiOOH entirely disappeared and retrans-

formed to NiO and a-Ni(OH)2 species without a high extrinsic anodic potential, while

the potential increased to 0.6 V again, the reappeared double peaks at 477 and

557 cm�1, indication of the g-NiOOH re-formation. In situ Raman tracking during

a chronopotentiometry measurement also verified such multistep transition pro-

cesses, as shown in Figures 8B and 8C. Therefore, the in situ Raman results

confirmed the irreversible phase transformation from NiNPS to a-Ni(OH)2 and
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 21



Figure 8. In situ/operando investigation of structural reconstruction and active sites in transition metal-based chalcogenides/pnictides/borides

catalyst during OER process

(A) In situ Raman investigations on pristine NiNPS electrode under wet conditions.

(B) Chronopotentiometry measurement at a current of 0.5 mA.

(C) In situ Raman spectra achieved during the chronopotentiometry measurement.

(A)–(C) reproduced with permission.140 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

(D and E) In situ Co K-edge XANES spectra of c-CoSe2 (D) and (E) CoSe1.26P1.42 at various applied potentials during OER process.

(F) In situ Raman spectra of the CoSe1.26P1.42 catalyst at various applied potentials during OER processes.

(D)–(F) reproduced with permission.141 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

(G) Upward potential dependence of in situ O K-edge XAFS spectra for Ni-Bi catalyst in 0.1 M K-Bi electrolyte from 0.3 to 1.0 V.

(H) Upward potential dependence of in situ O K-edge XAFS spectra for Ni-Bi catalyst in 0.1 M K-Bi electrolyte from 0.9 to 0.5V.

(G) and (H) reproduced with permission.142 Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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reversible phase transition between a-Ni(OH)2 and g-NiOOH before OER, and that

g-NiOOH was the real active species for OER. The above examples suggest that the

surface reconstruction of transition metal-based chalcogenides went through two
22 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022
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processes by transferring into corresponding hydroxides first and finally reconstruct-

ing into oxyhydroxides.

Transition metal pnictides, including metal nitrides and metal phosphides, are thermo-

dynamically less stable than metal chalcogenides, and thus the surface reconstruction

phenomenon more easily occurs in metal pnictides during the OER process.22 For

example, Sun et al.143 confirmed that a NiOOH layer formed on the surface of Ni2P dur-

ing theOER process via in situ Raman analysis. Yu et al.144 found that the outer NiFeN of

NiMoN@NiFeNnanoparticles in situ evolved a thin amorphousNiFe oxyhydroxide layer

duringOER catalysis, which was responsible for the selective OER activity, confirmed by

in situ Raman measurement. Zhu et al.141 applied in situ XAS and Raman spectroscopy

to reveal the structural transformation of P-substitutedCoSe2 electrocatalysts to Co oxy-

hydroxide as the real active sites during the OER process and found that the addition of

P generated more vacancies or defects in the initial CoSe2, facilitating the structural

transformation process. Figures 8D and 8E showed the in situ XANES spectra of Co

K-edge of sample CoSe2 and CoSe1.26P1.42, suggested their oxidation states increased

with increasing the anodically applied potential, evidenced by the increased intensity of

white lines and the shift toward higher energy. The oxidation occurred at a lower applied

potential for CoSe1.26P1.42 compared with that of CoSe2, suggesting that the presence

of P significantly boosted the structural transformation of the pre-catalysts into the real

reactive species during OER. The in situ Raman spectra shown in Figure 8F confirmed

that the CoSe1.26P1.42 transformed into Co(OH)2 once in contact with electrolytes, ac-

cording to the Raman peaks located at 250 and 503 cm�1. When the applied potential

was increased to 1.44 V, two Raman peaks at 498 and 600 cm�1 assigned to CoOOH

verified that the CoSe1.26P1.42 was oxidized into CoOOH, which acted as the active spe-

cies for catalyzing OER. The findings of in situ Raman and XAS concluded that the P in

CoSe1.26P1.42 could accelerate their surface reconstruction during theOER process, and

the reconstructed CoOOHwas the real active species for catalyzingOER in this catalyst.

For transition metal-based borides, there are relatively few studies on metal borides

as OER electrocatalysts compared with metal chalcogenides and metal pnictides.

However, the surface reconstruction also occurs in transition metal-based borides

during the OER process. The interaction between B and metal atoms could

strengthen M-B or B-B bonds but weaken M-M bonds, which facilitates the surface

structural transformation process.145 Liu et al.146 reported the formation of Ƴ-

NiOOH layer reconstructed from Ni based borides was the real active species for

catalyzing OER process and the B atom oxidized into borate ion facilitating the

reconstruction occurrence.The in situ/operando technology also helped to prove

the surface reconstruction and identify the real active species for transition metal-

based borides. For example, Bediako et al.88 reported that the anodization of Ni-

Bi thin films in a 1.0-M KBi solution led to the average oxidation state of Ni increasing

from +3.16 to +3.6 and a structure conversion from bis-oxo/hydroxo bridged Ni into

edge-sharing NiO6 octahedra, revealed by in situ XANES and EXAFS, respectively.

The in situ O K-edge XAFS measurements conducted by Yoshida et al.142 further

proved that the edge of NiO6 was the real active site of the pristine Ni-Bi catalyst

for OER supported. As shown in Figures 8G and 8H, when the applied potential

increased to 0.6 V, the peak intensity of NiO6 octahedra started to increase, and

maintained after 0.8 V. Meanwhile, no obvious reduction of NiO6 to Ni2+ was de-

tected when the potential decreased from 0.9 to 0.5 V. Therefore, this suggested

that the edge of NiO6 was the real active site for OER.

Transition metal-based carbides possess the characteristics of high conductivity and

relatively high chemical stability. Thus, few current reports have focused on surface
Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022 23



Figure 9. In situ/operando investigation of structural reconstruction and active sites in transition metal-based organic frameworks during OER

process

(A) Ni K-edge XANES spectra of Ni0.5 Co0.5-MOF-74 recorded at different potentials.

(B) The corresponding FT-EXAFS (Fourier-transformed extended X-ray absorption fine structure) signals.

(C) Comparison of Ni K-edge EXAFS wavelet transforms (WTs) recorded at 1.1, 1.3, and 1.5 V at 3.0 Å.
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reconstruction and almost all are focused on ex situ technology to identify their real

active species. For example, according to Raman spectroscopy, a small quantity of

MoO3 was detected on theMo2C surface during anOER cycle.147 The reconstruction

of Co3C was systematically studied using ex situ HRTEM characterizations. The for-

mation of an �4-nm-thick amorphous oxide shell around Co3C was observed after 2

LSV sweeps. After 150 cycles, the core-shell structure was absent in the HRTEM

images of the particles, suggesting the complete reconstruction of Co3C into amor-

phous Co oxide particles.148 Up to now, little research has reported using in situ/op-

erando technology to prove the surface reconstruction phenomenon on transition

metal-based carbides during the OER process. Recently, Kou et al.149 reported

the fast phase transition from Co-Mo2C into g-CoOOH, forming a Mo-enriched sur-

face of the defective g-CoOOH as the OER active species as proved by in situ Raman

spectroscopy. This suggests that the surface reconstruction of transition metal-

based carbides may also be caused by metal element leaching, and the recon-

structed species are the retaining elements’ corresponding oxyhydroxides.

Transition MOFs

Transition MOF catalysts, constructed by coordination between organic ligands and

metal ions/clusters, offer intrinsic benefits for both mechanism studies and perfor-

mance optimization toward OER catalysis due to their large surface area, adjustable

pore size, and diverse metal junctions.32,87,150 Previously, MOFs were always

carbonized to the corresponding derivatives in electrocatalytic applications, which

have lost their intrinsic structure merits.151 Recently, more and more reports have

focused on directly applied MOFs as electrocatalysts for OER application, and the

oxidative reconstruction phenomenon caused by ligand missing has been found

during the OER process.61,152–154 The surface reconstruction mechanism and real

active species of MOF OER electrocatalysts have also been disclosed by using in

situ/operando technology.87,155 Therefore, here, we summarize recent reports

about surface reconstruction mechanisms and active site identification of MOFs dur-

ing OER catalysis. Shi et al.61 reported the tannin-NiFe (TANF) complex film on car-

bon fiber paper (CFP) exhibited highly efficient OER activity and found that the tan-

nic acid in TANF could be electrochemically extracted under anodic potential,

leaving the inorganic composite NixFe1-xOyHz as the OER active species, confirmed

by using ex situ XAS and in situ Raman measurements. Later, Zhao et al.87 also re-

ported the structural transformation of a Ni0.5Co0.5-MOF-74 during the OER by op-

erando XAS analysis. They proposed that the reconstructed Ni0.5Co0.5OOH0.75, with

abundant oxygen vacancies as well as high oxidation states, was responsible for the

high OER activity. The operando XAS results shown in Figures 9A–9E suggested that

the Ni0.5Co0.5-MOF-74 electrocatalyst underwent a dynamical 2-step reconstruction

during the OER process, from pristine structure to hydroxide analog in the resting

state and then to oxyhydroxide analog in the catalytic state, confirming that the oxy-

hydroxide was the real active site for catalyzing OER processes. Zheng et al.156 pre-

sented a comprehensive discussion on the structural andmorphological evolution of

zeolitic imidazolate framework-67 (ZIF-67) during both CV and amperometry using in
(D) Change in the valence states of Ni and Co, and OER current as a function of applied potentials.

(E) Change in bond length and coordination number for the Ni-O and Ni-M coordination shells.

(A)–(E) reproduced with permission.87 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

(F) In situ UV-vis spectroscopy study of ZIF-67 during OER between 0.925 and 1.705 V.

(G) In situ Raman spectroscopy study between 0.925 and 1.585 V.

(F) and (G) reproduced with permission.156 Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

(H) Operando Ni K-edge XANES spectra of NF-PBA-A and references at various potentials.

(I) The corresponding FT-EXAFS of NF-PBA-A at various potentials.

(H) and (I) reproduced with permission.152 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.
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situ UV-visible (UV-vis) and in situ Raman spectroscopies, which suggested that the

intense conversion from tetrahedral Co sites in ZIF-67 to tetrahedral a-Co(OH)2 and

octahedral b-Co(OH)2, and then the formation of their corresponding oxidized forms

a/b-(CoOOH), were considered the real active sites for OER.156 Figure 9F shows the

UV-vis spectra of ZIF-67 at various applied potentials. At 0.925 V, the 3main peaks at

540, 566, and 587 nm among the resolved broad absorption signals from 500 to

650 nm could be assigned to the 4A2(F)-to-
4T1(P) transition of tetrahedral Co sites,

while the minor peak at 620 nm matched the adsorption edge of a-Co(OH)2,

featuring a tetrahedral Co coordination. From 0.925 to 1.705 V, the intensity of

the triplet peaks gradually decreased and disappeared at 1.525 V, while the peak

at 620 nm was maintained until 1.405 V, which suggested the destruction of the sur-

face tetrahedral Co coordination environment in ZIF-67 and the formation of Co-

OH� coordination and/or oxidation of Co2+ to Co3+. From 1.525 to 1.585 V, the

peak at 620 nm decreased, indicating the consumption of a-Co(OH)2. Meanwhile,

the increasing peak at 630 nm could be assigned to CoOOH. The in situ Raman anal-

ysis shown in Figure 9G provided more sensitive real-time information about the

structural evolution process and further proved the tetrahedral a-Co(OH)2 and octa-

hedral b-Co(OH)2 reconstructed from the ZIF-67 surface, first at a lower applied po-

tential and finally transferred to a/b-(CoOOH) at a higher applied potential. Both

were considered OER active species in this situation. This clearly clarifies the surface

reconstruction mechanism and real active species of ZIF-67 OER electrocatalysts us-

ing in situ/operando technology.

In addition to the above normal MOF, surface structural transformation occurs in

PBAs when directly applied in OER catalysis. PBAs are also considered to be

TOFs, constructed by coordination between organic ligands and metal ions/clusters

and possessing similar intrinsic merits for electrochemical catalysis. The ligand

missing and vacancies generation would also cause the surface reconstruction and

the real actives species also needed to be revealed during the OER process. For

example, Yu et al.153 found that CN� vacancies could inhibit iron immersion in

PBAs that resulted to form an active NiFeOOH reconstruction layer. Su et al.152 re-

ported that using operando XAS combined with ex situ characterization to demon-

strate that the amorphous NiOOH reconstructed from NiFe-PBAs during OER acted

as an active species, as shown in Figures 9H and 9I. Combined with theoretical cal-

culations, they found that the Ni4+ in the reconstructed NiOOH could trigger

oxidized oxygen ions as electrophilic centers with the subsequent activation of anion

redox reactions for OER.

Transition metal-based alloys

Transition metal-based alloys, including normal alloys and high-entropy alloys

(HEAs) have been developed as promising candidates to enhance OER catalytic ac-

tivity due to the alloying effect.157 The metal alloy surface can be dynamically

changed under alkaline conditions; thus, the surface reconstruction phenomenon

may also occur during the OER process. Recently, an abundance of studies reported

that the surface reconstruction process occurred in transition metal alloys in cata-

lyzing OER processes, proved by using ex situ characterization technology.158–160

Few studies reported using in situ/operando characterization technology, which

can provide more powerful real-time information for intermediates. However, it is

necessary to summarize the current reports about using in situ/operando character-

ization technology to study the surface reconstruction mechanism and identify the

real active sites of transition metal alloys during the OER process. This will play a sig-

nificant role in guiding the further development of in situ/operando techniques to

study transition metal alloys during the OER process.
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Figure 10. In situ/operando investigation of structural reconstruction and active sites in transition metal-based alloys during OER process

(A) In situ Raman spectra of EA-FCCN at the range of 350–700 cm�1 at the applied potentials from 1.1 to 1.5 V.

(B) The calculated d(Ni-O)/n(Ni-O) ratios from in situ Raman spectra of various catalysts related to the applied potentials.

(A) and (B) reproduced with permission.62 Copyright 2020, Springer Nature.

(C) Schematic illustration of the multimetal site catalytic mechanism.

(D) A 2D contour image of the operando ATR FT-IR spectrum of the multimetal site catalyst for OER at the applied potentials from 1.4 to 1.8 V.

(C) and (D) reproduced with permission.161 Copyright 2020, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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For normal alloys, Zhang et al.62 reported that an electrochemically activated Fe-

CoCrNi (EA-FCCN) multicomponent alloy (MCA) film could irreversibly form multi-

metal oxyhydroxide (MOxHy) during the OER process, which played a key role in

subtly engineering highly oxidized Ni4+ species to favor the LOM pathway. Fig-

ure 10A showed the in situ Raman spectra of EA-FCCN; 2 characteristic Raman sig-

nals of Ni3+-O at 472 and 554 cm�1 gradually increased with the elevated potentials,

which could be assigned to the Eg bending vibration (d(Ni-O)) and A1g stretching vi-

bration (n(Ni-O)) mode in NiOOH, respectively, confirming the dynamic surface

reconstruction into oxyhydroxides. Figure 10B showed the calculated d(Ni-O)/

n(Ni-O) ratios (Id/n) from in situ Raman spectra of various catalysts related to the

applied potentials, which demonstrated that before the applied potential reached

1.5 V, the initial Id/n values for EA-FCCN were �1.2, suggesting normal Ni3+ species

are initially formed in EA-FCCN. When the applied potential reached 1.5 V, the Id/n
increased to 1.56, indicating the g-NiOOH structure with Ni4+ species was also con-

structed in EA-FCCN. The in situ Raman analysis proved surface reconstruction in

EA-FCCN during the OER process, and confirmed the formation of Ni4+ species,

which was energetically favored by the multistep evolution of Ni2+/Ni3+/Ni4+.

Although the authors proved the reconstruction process in EA-FCCN and the real

active phases for catalyzing OER, the reconstruction mechanism still needs to be

explored. Wang et al.161 demonstrated that the electrochemical OER process could

de-alloy a multimetal site alloy into homogeneous multimetal site oxyhydroxide, as

shown in Figure 10C.Operando ATR FTIR revealed that the electrochemically de-al-

loyed electrocatalyst couldmanipulate the reaction path based on the direct O2 evo-

lutionmechanism and facilitate the formation of O–Obonds, as shown in Figure 10D.
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This provides the information that de-alloying may be one reason for surface recon-

struction in alloy during the OER process.

High-entropy alloys usually consist of five or more principal elements in a single solid

solution phase, which possesses the high-entropy effect with an increased number of

constituents and a distorted lattice effect. The study on potential applications of

HEAs in OER catalysis was published in 2019.162 The surface reconstruction phe-

nomenon also occurs in HEAs during the OER process, and the real active species

have been identified as the reconstructed oxyhydroxides.163–165 However, since

there is no report available about using in situ/operando techniques to study the sur-

face reconstruction of HEAs during OER process, we do not discuss this part in

detail.

Outlook

With the development of in situ/operando characterization techniques, abundant

research has been conducted to track the reconstruction process and identify the

real active species of various transition metal-based electrocatalysts in real time

and in place. In this review, we highlighted recent progress on the dynamic recon-

struction process and in-depth real active species unraveling of transition metal-

based electrocatalysts, including oxides, non-oxides, MOFs, and alloys, based on

the use in situ/operando technology. The basic concepts of OER, including electro-

chemical evaluation parameters, electrochemical measurement methods, and cata-

lytic mechanisms were also introduced to help readers better understand them.

Although significant progress has been made with the development and application

of in situ/operando characterization techniques, there is still much to do to thor-

oughly lift the veil of the surface reconstruction mechanism and real active species

on transition metal-based electrocatalysts. Several challenges must be addressed:

(1) For in situ/operando techniques, although a series of in situ/operando tech-

nologies, including characterization techniques and analysis methods, have

been developed to trace the structural transformation of electrocatalysts,

the limited time/space resolution of current characterization techniques is still

a major obstacle to both the study of the surface reconstruction and the iden-

tification of real in situ formed active species due to the ultrafast charge trans-

fer and transient formation of intermediates during the OER process. In this

regard, developing in situ/operando ultrafast spectroscopic techniques for

accurate tracking of catalytic processes is indispensable. Most of the current

characterization techniques can provide only average structural change over

the general unit cells or metal active sites, rather than precise information

about individual active species. Therefore, endowing them with site-sensitive

detection capabilities is a prominent trend for future work.

(2) For surface reconstruction, although significant research has confirmed that

surface reconstruction does occur in many transition metal-based electroca-

talysts during the OER process, there are still many uncertainties as to how

to identify to what degree does the reconstruction occur and what is the

relationship between the reconstructed phase and the pristine phase? All of

these questions should be addressed to understand the surface reconstruc-

tion process.

(3) For revealing active species, most of the current studies suggest that the real

active species are the corresponding reconstructed oxyhydroxides. There is

no doubt that the metal sites in single metal oxyhydroxides are the real cata-

lytic sites; however, it is still controversial as to which metal site is the real

active site and how they interact with one another to provide the activity for
28 Cell Reports Physical Science 3, 100729, January 19, 2022
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multimetal oxyhydroxides. Thus, to understand these concepts, researchers

should develop advanced in situ/operando characterization techniques with

site-sensitive detection capabilities.

(4) Although tremendous effort has been devoted to study the structure-activity

relationship and to develop the catalytic mechanisms based on pristine tran-

sition metal-based electrocatalysts, no available research has focused on

developing the precise structure-activity relationship and the catalytic mech-

anisms based on the real active species. As we gradually come to understand

the real active species, it is necessary to combine the precise computational

simulations and experimental results to develop precise structure-activity cor-

relations and catalytic mechanisms based on the real active species to guide

the further design of more efficient electrocatalysts.
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